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FRILO App StaticsToGo is now also
available as a Pro version

Stuttgart, July 01, 2020: This is how statics work today: more documents on
the go, less paper piles. With the FRILO app StaticsToGo, users have their
static documents available at all times, whether on the construction site, in a
meeting or at any other place. StaticsToGo synchronizes 1: 1 project and
chapter structures from the computer or laptop to the tablet or smartphone.

After synchronization, the entire content of the structural analysis document
is available as a PDF for offline use. The view corresponds exactly to that on
the desktop. Users can add notes to the positions for themselves or their
colleagues on the go and call them up later on the PC – ideal for team and



project work.

Pro version offers image and editing functions

Users can take pictures or graphics directly with the camera or add them from
an existing album to the static document in the app. Extracts from the
document itself can also be inserted. Markings are also possible with the
editing function.

Download the app from the app store

StaticsToGo is available on both Google Play and App Store. To add pictures
or graphics, users need StaticsToGo Pro. The Pro version is available for
Android and can be activated directly via an in-app purchase. After a 14-day
trial period, a subscription starts at EUR 2.99 a month. The use of the app
requires the installation of the FRILO.Document.Designer.

Please find more information about the app here.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC
industry. As the sole corporate group worldwide, Nemetschek covers the
entire life cycle of building and infrastructure projects with its software
solutions and guides its customers into the future of digitalization. With
intelligent and innovative software solutions, the Nemetschek Group
increases quality in the building process and improves the digital workflow of
all those involved in the building process. This revolves around the use of
open standards (Open BIM). The innovative solutions of the 16 brands in the
four customer-oriented divisions are used by around six million users
worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek
Group today employs more than 2,900 experts.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved a revenue amounting to EUR 556.9 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 165.7 million in 2019.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=eu.frilo.statictogo&pcampaignid=MKT-Other-global-all-co-prtnr-py-PartBadge-Mar2515-1
https://apps.apple.com/de/app/static-to-go/id487130077
https://www.frilo.eu/en/productinfo-stg.html
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